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Abstract
Microfluidic fuel cell is a low cost, easy fabricated energy device and is considered a
promising energy supplier for portable electronics. However, the current developed
microfluidic fuel cells that fed with hydrocarbon fuels confront bubble problem
especially when operating at high current density conditions. In this work, a
gas-emission anode is presented to eliminate the gas accumulation at the anode. This
gas-emission anode is verified a valid design for discharging gaseous products, which
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is especially beneficial for stable operation of microfluidic fuel cell. Electrochemical
performance of a counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell equipped with gas-emission
anode was measured. The results indicate that the specific design of gas-emission
anode is essential for reducing oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) parasitic effect at
anode. Fuel utilization of 76.4% was achieved at flow rate of 0.35μL min-1.
Current-voltage curves of single electrodes were measured and parasitic effect at
anode was identified as the main performance limiting factor in the presented anode
design.

Keywords: gas-emission anode; microfluidic fuel cell; bubble accumulation;
counter-flow
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1. Introduction
In microfluidic fuel cell, anolyte and catholyte will flow side-by-side naturally
due to the laminar flow characteristics of microfluidic flow. Therefore, membrane is
no longer needed in microfluidic fuel cell[1]. Microfluidic fuel cell has a bright
prospect as energy supply for portable electronics due to its low cost and high specific
energy output. Organic fuels with simple molecular structure like formic acid and
methanol are considered as promising fuels for microfluidic fuel cell due to their high
energy densities[2-5]. However, microfluidic fuel cells fed with organic fuels confront
a problem of gas bubbles accumulation during operation [6-8]. With the
electrochemical oxidation of organic fuels ongoing, carbon dioxide (CO2) and other
intermediate product like carbon monoxide (CO) are generated and accumulating on
the surface of the anode, which will block the pathway of subsequent electrochemical
reaction, then will fluctuate the performance[9]. Some previous works studying on the
first-generation microfluidic fuel cell suggested that no bubbles were observed due to
the high solubility of CO2 in aqueous solution [10, 11]. It should be noted that the
current density of first-generation microfluidic fuel cell is extremely low, i.e. around
1~2 mA cm-2 [10, 12], as only dissolved oxygen in the catholyte is used as oxidant.
The second-generation microfluidic fuel cell harnesses oxygen from the air through a
gas diffusion electrode (GDE) that rapidly raises the current density to around 100
mA cm-2 [8, 9, 13, 14]. As a result, more CO2 and intermediate gaseous product will
be generated from the anode and will accumulate to form bubbles at high current
densities, which was confirmed by many works [8, 9, 15].
3

In this study, we present an advanced gas-emission anode applied in microfluidic
fuel cell for discharging the generated gaseous product. The validation of
gas-emission anode was proved through a comparison experiment. A counter-flow
microfluidic fuel cell equipped with a gas-emission anode was fabricated and tested.

2. Experiments and methods
2.1 Design of gas-emission anode
In order to accomplish gas-emission from the anode, a gas diffusion electrode (GDE)
was used as anode. However, severe parasitic effect caused by oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) should take place at the anode which exposed to the air atmosphere.
Therefore, a cap was designed to cover the gas diffusion anode forming a chamber, as
shown in Fig.1. A small window was fabricated on the cap to keep the chamber
connected with surrounding atmosphere, which enables generated gas transfer out of
the chamber spontaneously. During the operation of microfluidic fuel cell, the
generated gas diffuses through the GDE anode into the chamber. With the partial
pressure of generated gas rising within the chamber, oxygen will be expelled and thus
ORR induced parasitic effect will be minimized. The function of the cap is to form an
anoxic environment for the anode. Therefore, the chamber of the cap should be
designed big enough to cover the whole anode.

2.2 Validation experiments of gas-emission anode
A comparison test between the gas-emission anode and conventional sealed
4

anode was firstly conducted to confirm the bubble emission performance. To date,
there are two main configurations of microfluidic fuel cell, one is based on co-laminar
design, and the other is based on counter-flow design, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3,
respectively. Our previous study found that the current performance of co-laminar
design is higher than the counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell on similar operation
conditions because of the lower internal resistance in co-laminar microfluidic fuel
cell[16]. In order to validate the performance of gas-emission anode, higher gas
generation rate is preferred which corresponding to higher current output. Therefore,
co-laminar design was chose as the testing platform to conduct the validation test.

Fig. 1. Section schematic of the gas-emission anode

Two co-laminar microfluidic fuel cells were made of Polymethyl Methacrylate
(PMMA) and fabricated by a CO2-laser micro-machining platform (VLS 3.5,
Universal), one of which with a traditional sealed anode and the other with the
gas-emission anode. Same GDEs of carbon paper (Hesen Ltd. Co., Shanghai) coated
5

with Pt/Ru (3 mg cm-2) were used as anode for both co-laminar microfluidic fuel cells.
For traditional sealed anode, epoxy was covered on the anode surface to isolate air
from reaching the anode. Since the anode was only covered by epoxy on the outer
surface while the electrochemical catalyst was coated on the inner surface. Therefore,
the covered epoxy won’t affect the electrochemical reaction on anode. Same GDEs of
carbon paper (Hesen Ltd. Co., Shanghai) coated with Pt black (3 mg cm-2) were used
as cathode in both co-laminar microfluidic fuel cells. The assemble schematic of
co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode was shown in Fig. 2a. In
order to obtain the co-laminar flow pattern in microchannel, a barrier was designed to
guide the anolyte and catholyte flow in parallel before entering into the
electrochemical reaction area, as shown in Fig. 2b [17].
A CCD was used to record the gas bubbles within the microchannels. The
dimension of the channel cross-section is 2×1.5 mm in width and height. The active
area of both anode and cathode are 0.1 cm2 (2×5 mm in width and length). The
connecting wires were placed in the middle of the electrode edges. The cap is made of
PMMA. The dimension of cap chamber is 5×8 mm in width and length, and 0.5mm in
height.
1 M formic acid supported by 0.5 M sulfuric acid and 0.5 M sulfuric acid were
used as fuel and catholyte, respectively. The flow rate was kept as a general operation
condition of 200 μL min-1 per stream by a syringe pump (LSP02-1B, Longer). The
bubble behavior was detected for both co-laminar microfluidic fuel cells at 0V. The
electrochemical reactions that occur in the microfluidic fuel cell are:
6

Anode:
Cathode:

2HCOOH  2CO2  4H   4e  - 0.22V vs SHE

(1)

O2  4H   4e   2H 2 O 1.229V vs SHE

(2)

Fig. 2. (a) Assemble schematic of co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode; (b)
cross-section of the assembled co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell

2.3 Performance test of counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode
In spite of the high current output of co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell comparing
with counter-flow design, co-laminar design suffers from low fuel utilization which is
only about 30%~50%[9, 18]. While our previous work verified that microfluidic fuel
cell based on counter-flow structure is especially beneficial for high fuel utilization
7

manipulation (i.e. exceeding 90%), which is a promising prospect for practical
application[16]. Therefore, a T-shaped counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell aimed for
practical use was subsequently fabricated, as shown in Fig. 3, equipping with an
air-breathing cathode and a gas-emission anode. The counter-flow microfluidic fuel
cell is also made of PMMA and machined by the CO2-laser micro-machining platform
(VLS 3.5, Universal). A commercial GDE (Hesen Ltd.Co., Shanghai) coated with
Pt/Ru co-catalyst (3 mg cm-2) was used as the gas-emission anode. A GDE coated
with Pt black (3 mg cm-2) was used as the air-breathing cathode. The counter-flow
microfluidic fuel cell was machined by a CO2-laser micro-machining platform (VLS
3.5, Universal). The dimension of the channel cross-section is 4×1 mm in width and
height. The active area of both the anode and the cathode is 0.4 cm2 (4×10 mm in
width and length). The dimension of cap chamber is 9×12 mm in width and length,
and 0.5mm in height. It was also made of PMMA. Since the capability of
counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell for achieving high fuel utilization, concentrated
fuel of formic acid, i.e. 6M, was used to achieve high energy density. Formic acid fuel
supported by 3 M sulfuric acid and 3 M sulfuric acid were used as anolyte and
catholyte, driven by a syringe pump (LSP02-1B, Longer) and kept at a constant flow
rate of 0.35 μL min-1. The current-voltage performance of the microfluidic fuel cell
was logged by an electrochemical station (CHI 660E, CH Instruments). The current
outputs of microfluidic fuel cell under various operation voltages were measured
using potentiostatic method. Potentials of both electrodes (i.e. anode and cathode) at
different current were also measured in an in-situ three-electrode system referred to
8

Ag/AgCl electrode (Tianjin Aidahengsheng Ltd. Co.). In order to obtain a steady
value of current output, the test time for each data point in the polarization curves was
set for 400 seconds.
In this study, the fuel utilization of microfluidic fuel cell, also known as faradic
efficiency or coulombic efficiency, is defined as the ratio of the number of electrons
generating the current output to the total number of electrons supplied by the fed
fuel[19]:



I
ncFQ

(3)

where I is the generated current (A), n is the number of electrons supplied by one
formic acid molecule, c is the concentration (mol L-1) and Q is the flow rate of the
formic acid fuel (L s-1).

Fig. 3.

Assemble schematic of T-shaped counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission
anode

3. Results and discussion
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3.1 Validation of gas-emission anode
The validation test results are shown in Fig. 4a. For the co-laminar microfluidic
fuel cell with sealed anode, bubble was observed in the very first minute and grew
rapidly with cell operating. During the process of growth, the bubble kept attached on
the wall of microchannel and finally detached in 12 minutes. After the detachment of
the first bubble, the next bubble generated. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 4b, no
bubble was detected in the microchannel for the microfluidic fuel cell with
gas-emission anode during the period of test. The test lasts 23 minutes in total for both
cells. It should be noted that the while bars laying in the microchannel is the edge of
the cap, since the pictures were taken from the bottom to the top as shown in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 4. (a) Pictures of bubble growing progress in the co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell with sealed
anode during the validation test; (b) pictures of microchannel of the co-laminar microfluidic fuel
cell with gas-emission anode during the validation test.
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It should be noted that the average current density of the co-laminar microfluidic
fuel cell with gas-emission anode is about 10 mA cm-2 which is half of the case of the
microfluidic fuel cell with the sealed anode (i.e. 20 mA cm-2), so does the generation
rate of gaseous product. According to Eq.1, the gas production rate r (g L-1) of
electrochemical oxidation product, i.e. CO2, can be calculated by:

rCO2 

MI
nFQ

(4)

where M is molar mass (g mol-1) of gaseous product, n is the number of electrons
supplied by one formic acid molecule to form one gas molecule, which equals to 2 if
according to Eq.1. The calculated CO2 production rate of co-laminar microfluidic fuel
cell with sealed anode at short-circuit condition was 0.137 g L-1, which is much lower
than the solubility of CO2 in water, i.e. 1.72 g L-1 [20]. The results indicate that the
generated CO2 should be dissolved completely into the electrolyte. However, as
shown in Fig. 4a, gas bubble appears in the first beginning of operation. It should be
noted that the electrochemical oxidation of formic acid on Pt/Ru catalyst surfaces is
multiple-step, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide were the only two products
detected in electro-oxidation of formic acid[21].

dehydrogenation
HCOOH 
 CO  H 2 O  CO2  2H   2e -

(5)

Therefore, the gaseous compound in gas bubble in Fig. 4a should be the
intermediate product, CO. The accumulation of intermediate gaseous product in the
microchannel indicates that the generating rate of CO from formic acid is faster than
the generation rate of CO2. The generating rate of CO2 under various current densities
was calculated according to Eq. 4 and shown in Fig. 5. From the results, the
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production rate of CO2 in co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode at
short-circuit condition, i.e. 10 mA cm-2, is much higher than the solubility of CO in
aqueous solution [22], which indicates the generating rate of CO is higher than its
solubility. Nevertheless, no bubble was observed in co-laminar microfluidic fuel cell
with gas-emission anode, which indicates the validation of gas-emission anode.

Fig. 5. The relationship between CO2 production rate and current density

3.2 Electrochemical performance characterization
An electrochemical performance test was carried out to measure the electrical
output of microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode. As mentioned in section 2.3,
a T-shaped counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell was used in the test. As discussed in
section 2.1, the cap design of gas-emission anode is a critical component which forms
an anoxic atmosphere around anode to restrain parasitic current. In order to prove that
the cap design is effective to generate anaerobic ambience for anode, a performance
test was implemented on counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell, of which the cap was
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removed from the anode. The performance comparison is presented in Fig. 6a.

Fig. 6. (a) J-V curves of the counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell with/without cap design; (b) J-V
curves of single electrode of the counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell with/without cap design. The
power density in Fig. 6a is calculated by multiplying current density with corresponding voltage.

From the results, it can be found that the cap design has positive effect on
increasing the open-circuit voltage (OCV) and current density. The OCV of
microfluidic fuel cell with cap design is 0.2V higher than the one which was removed
the cap, and the short current density is more than twice of the one without cap. The
single-electrode performances of both microfluidic fuel cells were measured and
shown in Fig. 6b. From the results, the potential of anode without cap is 0.2V more
positive than the one with anode, which indicates that the anode suffers from serious
ORR parasitic effect without the cap design. The results show us the effectiveness of
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cap to generate an anoxic environment for the anode.
Our previous work on microfluidic fuel cells indicated that counter-flow
structure is an effective design for high fuel utilization operation, and as high as 91.4%
of fuel utilization can be achieved at short-circuit current density of 20 mA cm-2[16].
However, according to Eq. 4, the maximum fuel utilization of 76.4% was achieved at
short-circuit current density of 12.9 mA cm-2 in counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell
with gas-emission anode. Attention should be paid to the relatively low performance
of the current presented model comparing with our previous one.
As shown in Fig. 6b, the measured potential for the anode at open-circuit
condition of counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode is 0.445 V vs
SHE, which is much more positive than the ones in previous microfluidic fuel cell
studies with sealed anode, i.e. 0 V vs SHE [13, 15, 16]. From the results, parasitic
effect still exists at the anode, which indicates that anode performance is the main
performance limiting factor in microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode. Since
the anode is not absolutely isolated from the ambient by the cap, oxygen can still
penetrate into the chamber through the window. As a result, the performance of this
presented microfluidic fuel cell with gas-emission anode is lower than traditional ones,
and extra fuel will be consumed by this parasitic effect.
In our future work, efforts should be spent to optimize the anode design to
reduce or completely isolate oxygen from reaching the anode.

4. Conclusion
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In this paper, a gas-emission anode is presented to eliminate the gas
accumulation at the anode. Experiments were carried out to validate the proposed
anode through comparing with traditional anode. No bubble was observed during the
operation which suggests the generated gaseous products can be emitted effectively
through

gas-emission

anode.

Electrochemical

performance

of

a

T-shaped

counter-flow microfluidic fuel cell equipped with gas-emission anode was measured.
The results indicate that the cap design of gas-emission anode is essential for reducing
ORR parasitic effect. Fuel utilization of 76.4% was achieved at 0.35μL min-1.
Parasitic effect at anode was identified as the main performance limiting factor in the
presented anode design. This study provides a novel method for eliminating the
bubble accumulation issue in microfluidic fuel cell, and will be useful for future
design of microfluidic fuel cell.
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